A method of triangular surface mesh smoothing is presented to improve angle quality by extending the original optimal Delaunay triangulation (ODT) to surface meshes. The mesh quality is improved by solving a quadratic optimization problem that minimizes the approximated interpolation error between a parabolic function and its piecewise linear interpolation defined on the mesh. A suboptimal problem is derived to guarantee a unique, analytic solution that is significantly faster with little loss in accuracy as compared to the optimal one. In addition to the quality-improving capability, the proposed method has been adapted to remove noise while faithfully preserving sharp features such as edges and corners of a mesh. Numerous experiments are included to demonstrate the performance of the method.
Introduction 1
It is worth noting that the vertex-repositioning alone does not produce 126 a Delaunay-like triangulation. For better mesh quality improvement, it is 127 always wise to combine edge-swapping into vertex-repositioning, as in the 128 original ODT method [29] . In the rest of the current paper, we shall extend 129 the ODT method to surface meshes to improve the angle quality. However, 130 we will not consider the edge-swapping technique in the descriptions of our 131 algorithms as well as results, simply because our main focus in the current 132 paper is how vertices are repositioned to achieve quality improvement and 
Optimal Delaunay triangulation on surfaces
Suppose M is a triangular surface mesh in R 3 and the sets of vertices (or 136 nodes) and faces are V and K respectively. Let x * be the optimal position 137 of a vertex x 0 ∈ V in the sense that the following interpolation error is 138 minimized: can remove the absolute-value operation in the first equation of (2).
144
The key of minimizing (2) is to compute the sum of the surface integrals Appendix A for details):
where S ′ k is the area of τ The minimizer of (3) in general does not admit a closed-form expression.
153
Although numerical methods may be used for solving (3), it can be compu-154 tationally inefficient, as will be demonstrated in Section 3. For this reason,
155
we shall take another strategy by replacing S ′ k with other types of weights,
156
yielding a suboptimal problem that can be analytically and more efficiently 157 solved. The simplest case is that, if we set S ′ k ≡ 1 for k = 1, 2, · · · , N, the so-158 lution of (3) is equivalent to the Laplacian smoothing that moves x ′ towards 159 the barycenter of its neighborhood in K. Therefore, Laplacian smoothing is 160 just a special case of (3). 
Suboptimal Delaunay triangulation on surfaces
In this work, we replace each S ′ k in (3) with D
where n is the unit normal vector of a plane Π t on which x ′ is allowed to 164 move. As an approximation to the tangent plane at x 0 , Π t is computed as 165 follows:
where S k and n k are the area and unit normal vector of the k th neighboring
167
triangle of x 0 in the original mesh. 
We shall see in Section 3, especially Figure 6 , that the approximation of little loss in mesh quality).
183
As each D 
where s and t are two orthogonal unit vectors on Π t , and u, v are the coor-
195
dinates of x ′ corresponding to s and t respectively.
196
Algorithmically the optimal coordinates u * , v * can be computed by solv-
197
ing the following system of linear equations:
where E, F , G, H, I are determined in the following way: We define crease and corner nodes as feature nodes and impose some special nodes by using the local structure tensor T at x 0 as defined below:
Here n k is the unit normal vector of τ k , calculated by < x 0 , x k , x k+1 >.
217
The weight ω k is determined by
S i , g k is the distance from x 0 to the barycenter of τ k , and σ is 219 the average edge length of the surface mesh.
220
Note that T is a semi-positive definite symmetric matrix and has three 221 real eigenvalues. We decompose T using the eigen-analysis method and de-222 cide the type of x 0 based on the distribution of the eigenvalues of T. Let 223 ν 1 ≥ ν 2 ≥ ν 3 be the eigenvalues of T and e 1 , e 2 and e 3 be the corresponding 224 eigenvectors. Let S s = ν 1 − ν 2 , S e = ν 2 − ν 3 and S c = ν 3 , the type of x 0 is 225 9 determined by the following scheme:
S s :x 0 is a smooth node ǫS e :x 0 lies on a crease curve with direction e 3 ǫηS c :x 0 is a corner node .
Here, the sensitivity parameters ǫ and η are both set to be 2 according to
227
[33].
228
In the mesh smoothing process, 
Then the scalar d * is computed by
. The process is summarized in
236
Algorithm 2.
237
Algorithm 2: Feature-preserving S-ODT Input: A surface mesh M with vertices V and faces K for every x 0 in V do Find all the neighboring nodes {x k } around x 0 Compute the unit normal vector n of Π t at x 0 Compute the tensor matrix T using (9) Compute the eigen-pairs of T:
if max{S s , ǫS e , ǫηS c } = S s do Set x 0 as a smooth node else if max{S s , ǫS e , ǫηS c } = ǫS e , do Set x 0 as a crease node else if max{S s , ǫS e , ǫηS c } = ǫηS c do Set x 0 as a corner node end if if x 0 is a corner node do continue else if x 0 is a smooth node do Choose two vectors s and t on Π t Compute E, F , G, H, I in (8) and solve (7) Compute the optimal x * with x 0 + u * s + v * t else if x 0 is a crease node do Compute A, B in (11) and set
Compute the optimal x * with x 0 + d * e 3 end if end for Output: The smoothed mesh M s
Feature-preserving, noise-removing mesh quality improvement

238
Our method can be readily adapted to remove mesh noise while improving 
where w k is the weight of x k ,x is a point on the fitting plane Π f andn is 254 the unit normal vector of Π f . The weights are set as follows: 
256
The fitting plane Π f can be computed by first determiningx and thenn.
257
Specifically,x is the weighted average of x 0 and its neighbors:
n is chosen to be the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of the following matrix M [39]:
Simply projecting x 0 onto the fitting plane Π f can suppress the mesh mesh denoising and quality improvement is given in Algorithm 3.
273
Algorithm 3: Feature-preserving & noise-removing S-ODT Input: A surface mesh M with vertices V and faces K for every node x 0 in V do Find all the neighboring nodes {x k } around x 0 Compute the normal tensor T using (9) Compute the eigen-pairs of T: ν 1 , e 1 , ν 2 , e 2 , ν 3 , e 3 Set S s = ν 1 − ν 2 , S e = ν 2 − ν 3 , S c = ν 3 if max{S s , ǫS e , ǫηS c } = S s do Set x 0 as a smooth node else if max{S s , ǫS e , ǫηS c } = ǫS e , do Set x 0 as a crease node else if max{S s , ǫS e , ǫηS c } = ǫηS c do Set x 0 as a corner node end if if x 0 is a corner node do continue else if x 0 is a smooth node do Computex andn for the fitting plane Π f Set x 0 =x and n =n Compute s and t which are perpendicular to n Compute the E, F , G, H, I in (8) and solve (7) Compute the optimal x * with x 0 + u * s + v * t else if x 0 is a crease node do Find four more neighboring nodes along e 3 near x 0 Fit a line based on these five nodes Set x 0 to be any point on the fitting line Compute A, B in (11) and set
Results and Discussions
274
The presented algorithms have been tested on numerous surface meshes 275 and we shall show some of the results below. We first apply the basic S-ODT In Figure 4 we show how the minimum and maximum angles of the bimba and elephant models respectively.
294
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the analytically-based S-ODT algorithm is optimalization method but it takes much less time than the latter.
307
The feature-preserving S-ODT method (Algorithm 2) is tested on the However, we believe that this value should be controlled by the user as the 315 user is the best person to define the "noise" and "feature" in his/her data. by the bilateral filtering is poor, and the curvature distribution is also worse 334 than our method. It is worth pointing out that our method performs better than the bilateral filter because we pre-classify every vertex using the tensor 336 analysis technique. Ohtake's method on all the models considered. From Table 4 we can see that
345
Sun's method is fast but, like Ohtake's, it lacks the ability of mesh quality 
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel, analytical approach that shows excel- For any given x ′ , note that τ ′ k is the triangle formed by < x ′ , x k , x k+1 >.
399
We compute
by replacing x with
, where λ 1 , λ 2 ≥ 0 and
into the following form:
takes the following form:
By substituting (A.2) and (A.3) for f (x − x ′ ) and f I (x − x ′ ) respectively in (A.1), we have
where 
409
By dropping the constant that does not affect the optimal solution, we can rewrite the error function in (2) as follows:
The determinant D ′ k in (5) has another form:
413
Note that x ′ = x 0 + us + vt, the objective function in (5) is equivalent to:
, we have:
where E, F , G, H, I take the same forms as in (8) and
419
Note that (C.1) is a quadratic function, it has a unique minimum if the
420
Hessian matrix is positive definite:
In the implementation of our algorithms, these conditions were checked, but 422 interestingly they were never violated on all the meshes we had tested.
423
Thus the optimal solution of (5) can be computed by solving the following 424 linear system:
We shall prove that the constraint of moving the vertex x 0 on a specially-427 defined tangent plane can preserve the volume of a smooth, closed surface 428 mesh. In our algorithms, the normal of the tangent plane at x 0 is defined as:
where S i and n i are the area and unit normal vector of the incident triangle 
432
In order to define a "local" volume around x 0 for the surface mesh, we 433 need to have an "anchor" point y, which can be any point. For simplicity, the total volumes of the tetrahedra forming Ω and Ω ′ respectively.
444
We now prove that the volume of Ω ′ is independent of x ′ (or equivalently
y >. Thus, we have the following formula for the volume of Ω ′ :
Note that x ′ is restricted in the tangent plane that passes through x 0 and 448 takes n as the normal vector. Hence we have < n, x ′ − x 0 >≡ 0. The volume Table II . 
